Keri's Reflections Event Video Recorder (EVR) works as an integral part of our Doors.NET and
Eclipse.NET access control software to provide the kind of access and video integration with a unique set
of features that customers can really use. All this in an IT-friendly architecture that works seamlessly with
Keri's TCP/IP-based NXT Hardware platform.



A single user interface that allows the right-click control of doors and auxiliary outputs directly
from the video screens, speeding response time, eliminating the necessity to purchase multiple
clients and associated hardware, and the time to train on multiple platforms



The ability to retrieve archived video directly from the access control application, even if the
video connection is lost, the time stamp on the Video Server is wrong, or the Video Server has
overwritten the video clip



No reliance on inaccurate time stamps to link access and video events



Automatically embed a cardholder's archived picture directly in the video event, simplifying
historical audit processes



Many more unique customer features, which can be viewed here.

Reflections is compatible with a growing number of IP camera and NVR product lines:
Aimetis
Milestone
Panasonic
Axis IP

OnSSI
Pelco 8100 series (32 bit OS)
Vivotek IP Cameras
Stop by the booth to check it out. While you are there, you can also view a modern IP-based access
control platform, with optional embedded firmware from Mercury Security Corporation and IR/Schlage AD
Series and ASSA Aperio wireless lock support.
For those who want the benefits of our TCP/IP connected NXT hardware but prefer something simpler
that also avoids potential conflicts with customer IT departments, ask about our AutoUSB Simplified
Networking Solution.
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